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Abstract. Landscape can be explained both fro� positivistic and constructivistic positions. Confusion and contradictions 
around the landscape paradig� arise fro� different definitions (e.g. geoco�plex versus cultural landscape), the role of 
landscape boundaries and landscape classifications. �he deli�itation and classification of (natural) landscape units in 
Saxony (Ger�any), the concept of landscape functions and landscape visions are so�e of the various exa�ples for the 
sense of the geographic landscape approach and the use of co�plex reference units. � new landscape definition ai�s at 
the co�bination of the (natural) scientific and cognitive (�ental) aspects of landscape issues.
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Introduction 

‘Landscape’ is a shifting, fascinating but also disputed paradig� en��oying great popularity in sciences, politics 
and society (again). Landscape planning, the high regard of traditional cultural landscapes and the European 
Landscape Convention are (only so�e) exa�ples. �hough, there are also – especially in parts of the geographical 
science(s) – disagree�ents concerning the sense, the character and the legiti�acy of the landscape ter�. �he 
discussion about landscape and landscape classifications runs like a thread through the scientific history.
�here are two see�ingly inco�patible funda�ental positions: the positivistic and the constructivistic. �he 
positivistic position assu�es that landscape is a really existing, defined part of the Earth’s surface: Landscape 
as a wax tablet where all traces of the natural history and the cultural influences fro� the beginning of the 
hu�an settle�ent are engraved. �he constructivistic view, which is held especially by social scientists, assu�es 
that landscape is a construct in our �ind. �hus, the ‘landscape’ paradig� is situated at the interface of different 
ways of thinking, disciplines and scientific cultures. �his is (not only) a proble� but it also offers chances. 
�his paper will exa�ine the significance of the landscape approach, taking landscape classification into special 
account, and it argues for bringing both the positivistic position and the constructivistic closer together.

Historical� devel�opment and probl�ems wit� t�e l�andscape paradigm

�he proble� of spatial synthesis and regionalisation was in the focus of attention of �any geographers in the first 
half of the 20th century, e.g. Vidal de la Blache (in France), Berg, Se�enowa, Isačenko, Preobraženski��, �iller, 
Herenčuk (in Russia, Ukraine / Soviet Union), Fenne�an (US�), �ondracki (Poland), or Hettner, Passarge, 
�eynen, Sch�ithüsen, Paffen (in Ger�any). �he (�ental) attitude of landscape geography of that period 
assu�ed, as a rule, that spaces are really existing containers where all co�ponents (geological structure, relief, 
soils, cli�ate, waters, plants, ani�als, and hu�ans incl. settle�ents, roads, land use, etc.) are existing. Each 
of these spaces represents a real thing, a �ore or less ho�ogeneous frag�ent (a geoco�plex, land unit, land 
syste�, natural co�plex, or physical unit) of the Earth’s surface, surrounded by boundaries. It is the task of the 
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landscape geographers to describe and to explain this distinctive entity. �his idea is in the sense of the ‘total 
character of a region’, a for�ulation attributed to �. von Hu�boldt expressed in the early 19th century. In the first 
half of the 20th century ‘landscape’ was a central and al�ost generally accepted paradig� and a working basis 
of geography. �fter Widacki (1994) the geoco�plex paradig� helped to describe, explain and understand the 
structure and functioning of the environ�ent. But later, especially beginning in the 1970s, criticis� and turning 
away fro� these traditions prevailed. �s essential reasons can be identified:
• �he expectations placed in the landscape concept were too a�bitious.
• �ue to the division of geography (physical / hu�an), the proceeding specialisation and the reductionis� in the 
sciences the landscape paradig� lost its central position.
• �isunderstandings, intolerance of other opinions, ignorance of the results of the �odern geographical 
landscape research �ust be noticed.
So�e exa�ples are outlined as follows:   
�he apparent contradiction between the co�plex landscape ter� and the flourishing and expanding co�puter 
technology is addressed by Widacki (1994): “�fter �any years during which the geoco�plex paradig� was an 
inspiration it has beco�e in the second half of the 20th century a brake li�iting further develop�ent of physical 
geography, �aking it i�possible to develop in full �odern environ�ental studies. It is a practical reason that 
suggests researchers a thought to re��ect the geoco�plex ideology. If to assu�e that one of the ai�s of the 
description of geoco�plexes was the collection of a set of data describing the natural environ�ent, then a 
co�petitor for geoco�plexes are now satellite i�ages as well as the resulting possibilities of integration and 
transfor�ation of data read into co�puter with the aid of G.I.S.”
�o overlook the fact that the �odern landscape concept cannot be co�pared with for�er landscape definitions 
is another proble�. �his �odern concept, for exa�ple expressed by Neef (1967) describes the geographical 
reality of the nature-technology-society-context. Landscape is a “space-ti�e-structure, shaped by the �etabolis� 
between �an and nature” (Haase, Richter 1980). �he reproach to hold the geographic deter�inis�, Neef 
disproved already in the early 1950s: He wrote that it would be wrong to assu�e direct causal relations between 
‘the geographic substance’ and the society because, as a rule, the (political/socio-econo�ic) facts depend at 
�ost indirectly on the natural conditions (Neef 1951/52).
�he use of incorrect definitions can also cause �isunderstandings. Frequently, the differences between 
landscape and natural unit (geoco�plex) are not noticed. “�he natural unit (Naturraum) is an area of land (a 
section of the earth’s land crust) characterized by a unifor� structure deter�ined by natural laws and by an 
unifor� co�plex of abiotic and biotic co�ponents; it represents the relationship (in ter�s of processes) between 
the geosphere and biosphere” (Haase, �annsfeld 2002). In other words: �he ‘natural unit’ is that part of a 
landscape, which is driven by the natural co�ponents (geological and geo�orphologic structure, soil, water, 
cli�ate, flora and vegetation, fauna). Landscape itself also co�prises the creations and influences of �an, 
especially the factor ‘land use’.  
�here are also proble�s with the ter� ‘cultural landscape’. On the one hand, this ter� focuses on the visible 
spatial expression of the working and settling �an in the landscape (Leser, Schneider-Sliwa 1999), or on the 
unity of nature, functional conversion and aesthetic design (Neef 1981). But according to Schenk (2002), the ter� 
‘cultural landscape’ indicates special interests in aspects of the cultural history in the geographic research. 
�any irritations around the landscape concept arose fro� the proble� of spatial units. �he discussion between 
representatives of integrated, ‘true’, universal spatial units on the one side (e.g. Isačenko 1965, �a�a�� 2006), 
and representatives of appropriate, practical spatial units on the other side, have a long tradition. It was already 
in 1928 that Hettner (in Neef 1955/56) �entioned that there are no right and wrong landscape classifications but 
appropriate and unsuitable ones. In the case of ‘universal spatial units’ it is taken for granted that such units can 
be used as reference units for �any and diverse questions and evaluations. But this is only so�eti�es the case. 
Landscape analysis, on which the deli�itation of the landscape units is basing, is not goal-oriented. �herefore, 
it is not guaranteed that all para�eters i�portant for the proble� (e.g. within a landscape planning procedure) 
have been analysed and quantified in the appropriate �anner.
Opponents of the landscape approach often reproach supporters of the landscape theory with their supposed 
opinion that there would exist real, absolute boundaries of landscapes and geoco�plexes. However, only a part 
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of landscape researchers holds such a view. Neef (1967), for exa�ple, wrote that “all geographic boundaries 
are boundaries in a continuu�. …�hey are a �ethodological aid. … �he recurring assertion of landscape theory 
– that the landscape is a product of our thought – applies unconditionally to the boundaries of a landscape but 
not to the landscape itself. … Such a frontier is, of course, nothing but a �ental construct, which presents a 
substitute for an otherwise elusive aid. It does not represent a real picture of an ob��ective fact.” 

T�e l�andscape paradigm – a wide range o� appl�ication

Notwithstanding the acade�ic disputes about the existence or non-existence of landscapes, the practice speaks 
bluntly. �he ter� ‘landscape’ is well-introduced; all atte�pts (within so�e branches of geography) to replace 
it by other ter�s lacked of success (Schenk 2002). Quite the reverse, the ter� ‘landscape’ appears �ore and 
�ore even in laws and regulations (e.g. for nature conservation). Landscape planning beca�e established in 
�any countries on European and international levels. �he International �ssociation for Landscape Ecology c. 
1700     �e�bers in al�ost 60 countries.
In 1992, the World Heritage Convention was extended by ‘cultural landscapes’. In 2004, the European Landscape 
Convention of the Council of Europe ca�e into force. Landscape is regarded as the key ele�ent of well-being 
of the individual and the society. �he convention acknowledges the role of landscapes to develop local cultures 
as well as the European identity (prea�ble).
�oday, peculiarity (characteristic features), distinctiveness, identity, flair, spirit and soul of a landscape (the 
‘genius loci’ – �ntrop 2000) receive attention (again). �he peculiarity of a landscape arises fro� a certain 
arrange�ent of natural and cultural ele�ents, of a characteristic sequence of land use for�s and landscape 
ele�ents, which have developed over a historical period. In other words, the landscape peculiarity describes 
the characteristic, functional, ecological and visual facts and potentials of a landscape. �s a rule, landscapes to 
which we ascribe a considerable peculiarity, don’t suffer fro� currently passing serious changes. Landscape is 
also an essential ele�ent of the construct ‘ho�eland’. �hough, ho�eland is shaped by a wide variety of social 
and cultural factors, ho�eland and landscape are linked very close.
�he peculiarity of a landscape is i�portant for planning contents, e.g. for targets (visions, leitbild). � leitbild 
represents the su��arized description of the situation (of nature and landscape) that should be realized in a 
defined area. Whenever co�plex infor�ation and assess�ents are needed, which reflect the ‘total character’ of 
an area (e.g. for ideographical landscape descriptions, for extrapolating results and applying the� to ecologically 
si�ilar areas, or for landscape visions, the understanding of the co�plex acting of characteristic geofactors in 
different defined spatial units is in great de�and. 
�he expectations should not be, however, overdone. Such reference units �ust fail inevitably if scale and 
di�ension are ignored, if the li�itations in the data basis for the units are not considered, and if specific analyses 
related to single (landscape) co�ponents are to the fore. Nonetheless, it is the original �atter of landscape 
research and landscape planning to address the co�plexity of its ob��ect but not the isolated treat�ent of 
geofactors, natural potentials and goods.

(Natural) landscapes in Saxony 

�he fa�ous handbook (in several volu�es) of natural landscape units of Ger�any (�eynen, Sch�ithüsen 
1953-1962) was a funda�ental work to give a rough survey of the environ�ental conditions and landscapes in 
Ger�any. But �any critics appeared on the scene. For exa�ple, Neef (1979) criticized vague for�ulations and 
the �any indefinite causal relationships. �he deli�itation of the single landscape units was often the result of 
sub��ective decisions that can not be co�prehended any �ore. 
�he deli�itation of (natural) landscape units of �eynen and Sch�ithüsen (1953-1962) followed a top-down 
approach. In co�parison with that, a progress was achieved with the botto�-up approach developed by the 
so-called Leipzig-�resden school of landscape ecology (Haase 1996). Larger spatial units (geochores) are 
regarded as associations or �osaics of basic topic ele�ents. �he properties of choric heterogeneous spatial 
units result fro� the co�bination of topic ele�ents, as well as fro� their arrange�ent in space. �icrogeochores 
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have, on the average, an average size of 12 k�² (3 to 30 k�²), and they consist of 80 to 100 geotopes. It 
is a novelty that for a relatively large area, a whole Ger�an federal state (Saxony with 18,338 k�² = 5.1 % 
of Ger�any) �icrogeochores were �apped and characterized (by the working group „Natural balance and 
regional characteristics“ of the Saxon �cade�y of Sciences)(Bastian 2000, Haase & �annsfeld 2005). For this, 
a co�prehensive, rather co�plicated �ethodology was used, which co�bines two approaches: 
• the deductive way of working (top-down): larger areas are subdivided step by step, and
• the inductive way of working (botto�-up) basing on co�prehensive landscape-ecological analyses.
�he results are: 
• a �ap series 1:50 000 (55 sheets) with about 1450 landscape units (�icrogeochores).
• docu�entations of each landscape unit by written lists and by G.I.S. (�rc Info) (characterization according 
to the geoco�ponents: geological structure, soils, relief, waters, cli�ate, vegetation, valuable biotopes, land 
use),
• an enquiry syste� as a rational base of utilization and interpretation.
 
Landscape functions

�s an exa�ple of a co�plex understanding of landscape, the issue of landscape functions and natural potentials 
will be stressed �ore detailed. Here, the ter� ‘landscape function’ stands for the services of a landscape in the 
broadest sense, in their direct relation to hu�an society. It is not a �atter of landscape functions in the sense 
of “fluxes of energy, �ineral nutrients and species between landscape ele�ents” or ‘patch-�atrix interactions’ 
(For�an & Godron 1986). �here is a lot of atte�pts to classify the al�ost confusing variety of landscape 
functions. For exa�ple, Bastian (1991, 2000) and Bastian & Röder (2002) distinguished econo�ic (production), 
ecological and social functions. In this way, the concept of landscape functions can be linked to the discussion 
about sustainability with its established ecological, econo�ic and societal categories of develop�ent. 
Si�ultaneously to the concept of landscape functions, the concept of natural  potentials beca�e established for 
the (potential!) perfor�ance of a landscape. �he ter� ‘potential’ was introduced to landscape research already 
in 1949 by Bobek and Sch�ithüsen, at first as “the spatial arrange�ent of natural develop�ent possibilities”. 
Neef (1966) defined a co�plex gebietswirtschaftliches Potential (an all-e�bracing econo�ic capacity of the 
landscape). Later on, Haase (1978) distinguished several specific, ‘partial natural potentials’: biotic yield 
potential, water supply potential, waste disposal potential, biotic regulation potential, geoenergetic potential and 
recreation potential.
Figure 1 tries to illustrate and to syste�atize the high variety of ter�s entwining around ‘landscape function’ 
and ‘natural potential’. On the one side, the i�portance for the society (actual or potential use) is differentiated 
(abscissa), on the other side the degree of transfor�ation (levels of facts or values) are addressed (ordinate). 
�ccording to Jäger et al. (1980) the ‘natural equip�ent’ (Natur(rau�)ausstattung) is an absolutely value-
free na�e (level of facts) for the “totality of �atters, processes and features characterizing a (natural) unit 
(Naturrau�) as a part of the geosphere”. �he distinction between ‘actual’ and ‘potential’ is not relevant, therefore 
the box stretches over the entire breadth of the sche�e. �he ‘supply of nature’ (Naturdargebot) is a part of the 
natural equip�ent, which can be considered for a use by the society under certain circu�stances. It includes 
�aterial and i��aterial features that could be interesting for the society; therefore it is situated in the sche�e 
�ore towards the ‘level of values’. ‘Capacity’ and ‘natural potentials’ are at the intersection of the levels of facts 
and values at the left side of the sche�e. � capacity or a use does not depend on the real exploitation. Risks, 
loadability and carrying capacity are i�portant facts that can influence the potentials, and li�it or even exclude 
a utilization.
‘Landscape functions’ are situated at the right side of the sche�e, because it is the �atter of the actual 
perfor�ance (or use). ‘External (societal)’ and ‘internal (ecological) functions’ are distinguished. �he latter 
correspond with the ‘functioning’ but they represent another point of view, since they esti�ate perfor�ances of 
the landscape for a special purpose. ‘Functioning’, however, is entirely free of value. �he ‘suitability’ (for use) 
describes the capacity of a landscape to realise special services for the society, i.e. to fulfil external functions. 
� certain for� of use is e�phasized, especially fro� a hu�an (e.g. econo�ic) but not fro� a scientific point of 
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view. �he ‘suitability (for use)’ can be regarded as a potential suitability, e.g. the (general) suitability of an area or 
a landscape to cultivate �aize. It is also possible to assess an existing �aize-field concerning the real suitability 
for this land use for� (incl. the existence of risks).
�he ‘(natural) resource’ belongs to the field of socio-econo�ics, and thus to the level of value. It depends 
especially fro� the actual technical possibilities and fro� hu�an require�ents. �he totality of the ‘natural living 
conditions of the society’ (including all factors of the (natural) landscape i�portant for the consu�tion, well-
being and existence of hu�ans) can be derived fro� the reach of socio-econo�y. �herefore, it also belongs to 
the level of values. 

Positivistic and constr�ctivistic views – a contradiction?

Landscape – that is not only a scientific (physico-geographical) but also an aesthetic pheno�enon. �wo �ain 
strea�s within landscape research can be distinguished:
a) �he perception of landscape in its totality by hu�an senses and its influence on hu�ans’ well- being,
b) �he analysis of the law-governed interrelations between the co�ponents of the landscape as well as the 
investigation of the landscape balance incl. the landscape genesis and develop�ent.
�his is in line with �ondracki and Richling (1983) who defined landscape as “a part of the epigeosphere (external 
layer of the Earth) representing a spatial geoco�plex with specific structure and interrelations, as well as the 
external appearance of the Earth’s surface viewed fro� a given point.” �hese two aspects – sense and �atter 
– find expression also in the landscape definition of the Council of Europe: “Landscape �eans an area, as 
perceived by people, whose character is the result of the action and interaction of natural and/or hu�an factors” 
(�rticle 1a).
�here are also extre�e constructivistic positions in the geography regarding landscape: “�he (ideal) landscape 
is a pri�arily aesthetic pheno�enon, closer to the eyes than to the �ind, �ore related to the heart, the soul, 
the �oods than to the intellect” (Hard 1970) or Burckhardt (in Jessel 1997): “Landscape is a construct of our 
culture and our perception.”

Fig. 1. Facts and values: syste� of ter�s in the area of landscape functions and landscape potentials (Bastian 2006).
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Recently, there are growing trends of a co�prehensive appreciation of landscape including scientific as well as 
�ental aspects (and thus, a better balance between the too see�ingly inco�patible poles), e.g. in the sense 
of the �otal Hu�an Ecosyste� (Naveh 2000). Landscape as a holistic syste�, a “spatial and �ental unity of 
the interrelated subsyste�s geosphere, biosphere and noosphere” (�ress and �ress 2000) represents a part of 
the ‘�otal Hu�an Ecosyste�’. Such a broad landscape conception unifies the variety of ecological, aesthetic, 
social and psychological aspects, and it supersedes the contradiction between natural sciences and hu�anities 
philosophically. 

Discussion

�espite of all theoretical proble�s and different points of view, the role of the landscape approach is the 
solution of practical proble�s in the relationship between �an and nature. Worldwide, the landscape approach 
beco�es �ore and �ore i�portant. Integrative approaches in landscape research (and planning) can 
contribute to overco�e the overspecialisation (the ‘barbaris� of do�inating specialists’ – Pri�as 1992) and 
frag�entation in environ�ental sciences, policies and education, which lead to frag�entary atte�pts in the 
solution of environ�ental proble�s, they help to close the so�eti�es wide gaps between theory and practice, 
and to co�prehend physis and psyche as co�ple�entary aspects of the one reality.
�he landscape paradig� can also contribute to overco�e the ‘dualis�-dog�a’, the artificial separation of 
physical and hu�an geography. �his ‘reunification’ is considered as the order of the day (�annsfeld 1995). 
If geography, however, leaves its core idea, the holistic view, and if �any geographers tend towards special 
questions, which can be covered by representatives of other disciplines in the sa�e quality or even better, i.e. 
if the geographer takes over non-geographic tasks, then he should not be surprised if geography sinks to the 
level of a data provider for specialized sciences in the context of �an-nature-relationships! �lso Richling (2000) 
e�phasized that “lack of unity in geography, is often perceived as a funda�ental reason for the weakened 
position of the discipline. Landscape studies serve not only as a tool of integration within physical geography, 
but also as a tool integrating different branches of geography.”
It could be shown that:
1. �any �isunderstandings are basing on the high variety of existing landscape definitions, as result of which 
the ter� beco�es a�biguously and vaguely. �he non-observance of the difference between landscape and 
natural (landscape) unit (physical unit, geoco�plex) is one of the �ain reasons.
2. Classifications always need intellectual hu�an input, they are not pre-deter�ined by nature. �epending on 
the classification rules defined quite different results are possible. �hat �eans that absolute, universal spatial 
units do not and can not exist.
Fro� the recognition of these facts does not necessarily follow the re��ection of the landscape paradig� and of 
landscape units but a reliable handling of these issues and a higher acceptance by the scientific co��unity 
(both natural scientists and scholars in the hu�anities). For it, landscape should be acknowledged as a �odel, 
as one possibility to reflect the co�plex reality of our environ�ent. Both funda�ental see�ingly irreconcilable 
views on landscape – the positivistic and the constructivistic – have to be understood and accepted as equal, 
co�ple�entary approaches. In this way, the �eaningful use of the landscape paradig� and landscape 
classifications is possible, on the one hand for the description of co�plex pheno�ena of the environ�ent at 
the interface of sciences and hu�anities, and on the other hand for the solution of practical proble�s, e.g. in 
the field of landscape planning, �ainly for the assess�ent of landscape functions or the definition of landscape 
visions where (natural) scientific (ecological) as well as cognitive or �ental aspects are i�portant.  
Having this in �ind, landscape should be regarded as a transitional pheno�enon between the reality that 
can be analysed scientifically and a construct in hu�ans’ �ind. � ‘new’ landscape definition follows fro� this: 
“Landscape is a part (at different scale) of the Earth’s surface, which is coined by natural conditions and for�ed 
by hu�an influences to a different extent. It is perceived and felt by hu�ans as characteristic, and it can be 
differentiated and classified according to defined rules” (Bastian 2006).
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